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In comparison with what has been done in some other culture 
regions of Mesoamerica, and other subregions of the Maya lowlands, 
analytic study of settlement patterns in the Peten has been a rather 
sporadic enterprise of narrow coverage. Apart from the lack of a corpus 
of ethnohistoric and contemporary data as a point of departure for 
investigation, the vaults of tropical greenery and an often impenetrable 
understory have conspired to shield the facts of aboriginal Maya set-
tlement from easy and comprehensive assessment. Coping with the 
complexities of the floral environment in an area of minimal modern 
accessibility has strained researchers' logistics, budgets, and tempers, 
and has provided a "green hell" dimension to many a discussion of 
Maya archaeology. In spite of such liabilities, archaeological studies in 
lowland Guatemala have contributed much to our present understand-
ing of Maya settlement and cultural dynamics. It is the goal of this 
chapter to review briefly the results of those efforts. 
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ENVIRONMENT 

The tropical forest canopy of Peten has not only added a mystique to 
the nature of Maya occupation, it has also contributed to an illusion of 
considerable environmental homogeneity. The result has been an as-
sumption of even distribution of environmental resources, contribut-
ing to rather uniform patterns of settlement and land use. Recent 
analyses, however, suggest considerably more environmental and cul-
tural complexity. 

Geologically the Peten may be divided into northern and southern 
zones, with the boundary between the two coinciding approximately 
with the seventeenth parallel. The northern Peten is underlain by 
Tertiary marine elastics and limestones, while the substrate in the 
south consists of folded and faulted limestone ranges of older Mesozoic 
marine and continental sediments (West 1964a). The fault-depression 
which formed at the interface between the two zones has partially filled 
with water in several locations, creating the east-west line of central 
Peten lakes. Hydrographically the northern zone is characterized by 
subterranean drainage and the intermittent presence of alkalches, or 
bajos, annually inundated upland swamps. The Rio San Pedro Martir, 
which drains the northwest Peten, is the only reliable perennial northern 
stream. Surface flow is more conspicuous south of the Peten lakes with 
the Machaquila, Mopan, Pasion, Subin, and Usumacinta rivers being 
among the major drainages (Tamayo 1964). 

The combination of variable geological parent material and hydrol-
ogy, under the influence of a rainfall gradient that has annual precipi-
tation increasing from north to south, has contributed to the formation 
of at least 26 distinct soil zones for Peten (Simmons, Tarano, and 
Pinto 1959). Agronomic studies in the vicinity of the site of Tikal 
demonstrate even greater diversity on a local level, due to 
microtop-ographic variation, than that recognized in the larger-scale 
Simmons study (Olson 1969). 

The pattern of vegetation in the Peten is an expression of the area's 
geological, geographical, and climatic variation, and an indicator of 
potential productivity. Forest communities reflect the relative fertility 
and moisture status of the soils and are responsive to microtopographic 
variation within gross soil suites. Available botanical studies from Peten 
have correlated the diversity of floral components with prescribed 
mi-croenvironmental zones and have verified the strong coincidence 
of 
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vegetation structure and soil zone characteristics (Aguilar C.  1974; 
FAO 1970; Lundell 1937; D. Rice 1977). 

Three cultural subregions have been proposed for the Peten: the 
core zone (northeast Peten), the Pasion zone, and the Usumacinta 
zone (Culbert 1973b). Conspicuous soil and vegetation characteristics 
suggest that the Pasion zone might be subdivided into the 
Pasion-Usumacinta confluence, the Mopan drainage, and a southeastern 
area; while the Usumacinta zone consists of the hydromorphic 
northwest Peten and a lateritic west-central region. The northeast Peten 
consists of the central Peten lakes region and a mosaic of soil types that 
defy easy segregation into subdivisions. 

SETTLEMENT STUDIES IN PETEN 

Modern exploration and documentation of Maya sites began in 
earnest with the writings and drawings of John Lloyd Stephens and 
Frederick Catherwood (Stephens 1841, 1843). These popularizations 
of ancient Maya ruins and environmental contexts marked the begin-
ning of more than a century of site discovery and reconnaissance 
focused on the location and description of "ceremonial" architecture 
and associated monuments and sculpture. The explorations of Karl 
Sapper (1897), Alfred Maudslay (1889-1902), and Teobert Maler 
(1908-11), among others, covered large tracts of all three Peten 
subregions, revealing large-scale architecture in the form of "temples" 
and "palaces" in a state of collapse throughout the Department. 

The first four decades of twentieth-century research into Maya set-
tlement maintained a preoccupation with site location, mapping, and 
monument recording, all carried out under the auspices of the Peabody 
Museum Central American Expeditions, the Carnegie Institution of 
Washington Central American Expeditions, and the American Muse-
um of Natural History-School of American Archaeology Expeditions. 
Much of the information derived from these programs is contained in 
the Sylvanus Morley corpus The Inscriptions of Peten (1937— 38). 

It was Morley who planned major excavations at the centers of 
Uaxacrun (A. L. Smith 1950) and Tayasal (Guthe 1923) in the northeast 
Peten (fig. 6.1),2 as well as Chichen Itza in the Yucatan (Ruppert 1931, 
1935), carried out in the 1920s and 1930s under the auspices of the 
Carnegie Institution of Washington. These centers were thought 
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TABLE 6.1 
SITE LIST AND RESOURCES FOR THE SITES IN 
PETEN, GUATEMALA, LOCATED ON FIGURE 6.1. 
Note: IDAEH refers to the Institute de Antropologia e Historia, Guatemala, and IGN to 
the Institute Geografico Nacional, Guatemala. (Prepared by D. E. Puleston, with 
amendments [in brackets] by the editor.) 

Site Name Location Resource Site Map Resource 
[Aguacatal I. Graham, unpublished]  
Aguas Calientes IGN 1966, Map NE 15- 16 Morleyl937-38:V, PL 200 
 (Scale 1:250,000)  
Aguateca IGN 1966, Map NE 15- 16 I. Graham 1967: fig. 1 
 (Scale 1:250,000)  
[Arroyo de Piedra I. Graham, unpublished I. Graham, unpublished] 
Altar de Sacrificios IGN 1966, Map NE 15- 16 Willey and Smith 1969: fig. 4 
 (Scale 1:250,000)  
La Amelia* IGN 1966, Map NE 15-16 Morley 1937-38:11, fig. 45 
 (Scale 1:250,000)  
BAH Adams and Catling 1964:  
 Mapl  
BA15 Adams and Catling 1964:  
 Mapl  
Cancuen IGN 1966, Map NE 15-16 [Tourtellot, Sabloff, and 
 (Scale 1:250,000) Sharick 1978: fig. 5] 
El Caribe IGN 1966, Map NE 15- 16 Morley 1937- 38: II, fig. 41 
 (Scale 1:250,000)  
Cenoti IGN 1967, Map NE 16-1 3 Morley 1937- 38: V, pi. 181 
 (Scale 1:250,000)  
Chakantun Lundell 1934: fig. 1  
El Chal [R. Kirsch, unpublished R. Kirsch, unpublished] 
[El Chapayal I. Graham, unpublished I. Graham, unpublished] 
Chochkitam Adams and Catling 1964: Morley 1937- 38: V, pi. 193 
 Mapl  
Chunhuitz Bullard 1960: fig. 1 Morlevl937-38:V, pi. 210 
 [cf. I. Graham 1978: [cf. I.Graham 1978:114] 
 113]  
Copoja 1GN 1967, Map NE 16-13 [R. Kirsch, unpublished] 
 (Scale 1:250,000)  
Corosal Puleston (Tikal Report 1 3. Puleston (Tikal Report 13. 
 manuscript) manuscript) 
 [see also Puleston and  
 Callender 1967: fig. 1]  
Dos Aguadas Bullard 1960: fig. 1 Bullard 1960: fig 4 

' Dos Pilas* IGN 1966, Map NE 15- 16  
 (Scale 1:250,000)  
El Encanto Puleston and Callender Puleston (Tikal Report 13. 
 1967: fig. 1 manuscript) 
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TABLE 6.1 (Continued) 
Site Name Location Resource Site Map Resource 

  

La Florida 
Giiiro 

Holmul 

La Honradez 

IGNlt  

IGN2t 

IGN3t 

IGN4t 

IGNSt 

IGN6t 

lGN7t 

Itzimte 

Itzan 

Itzpone 

lxkun« 

Ixlu 

Ixtutz 

Jimbal 

Kinal 

Laguna Perdida 
Machaquila 

I. Graham 1970: fig. 1 [I. 
Graham 1967: fig. 27 

marked as "Y"] 
Bullard 1960: fig. 1 

Adams and Catling 1964: 
map 1 

1GN 1972, Map 2169II 
(Scale 1:50,000) IGN 

1972, Map 2169 II 
(Scale 1:50,000) 

IGN 1972, Map 2168 I 
(Scale 1:50,000) 

IGN 1972, Map 21681 
(Scale 1:50,000) 

IGN 1972, Map 2168 I 
(Scale 1:50,000) IGN 

1967, Map 2167 III 
(Scale 1:50,000) IGN 

1966, Map NE 15-16 
(Scale 1:250,000) 

IGN 1969, Map 21661 
(Scale 1:50,000) 

Willeyetal., 1975: fig. 4 

IGN 1967, Map NE 16-B 
(Scale 1:250,000) IGN 

1967, Map NE 16-13 
(Scale 1:250,000) 

Morleyl937-38:V, 
pi. 182 

Greene Robertson 1972: 89 

Puleston and Callender 
1967: fig. 1 

Adams and Catling 1964: 
map 1 

Morleyl937-38:III,371 
Satterthwaite 1961: 

fig. 49 

I. Graham 1970: fig 2 

Merwin and Vaillant 1932: 
figs. 1, 8, 22 (mapped by 
groups, no overall map) 

Morleyl937-38:V, pi. 193 
[remapped by von Euw, 
unpublished] 

Morleyl937-38:V, pi. 207 

[Tourtellot, Hammond, and 
Rose 1978: fig 1] 

Morlevl937-38:V, pi. 196 
[remapped by I. Graham 
and von Euw, unpublished] 

Morleyl937-38:V,pl. 210 
[remapped by I. Graham 
and von Euw, unpublished] 

Greene Robertson 1972: fig. 1 
[also mapped by I. Graham, 
unpublished] 

Puleston (Tikal Report 13, 
manuscript) 

I. Graham 1967: fig. 21 

I. Graham 1967: fig. 33 
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Site Name Location Resource Site Map Resource 
Mactum IGN 1970, Map 2067 IV [I. Graham, unpublished] 
 (Scale 1:50,000)  
El Mirador I. Graham 1967: fig. 27 I. Graham 1967: fig. 29 
Motul de San Jose* Morleyl937-38:V, Morleyl937-38:V, pi. 209 
 pi. 182  
La Muralla I. Graham 1967: fig. 27 Ruppert and Denison 1943: 
  fig. 89 (partial plan of one 
  structure) 
Naachtun IGN 1967, Map NE 16-9 Ruppert and Denison 1943: 
 (Scale 1:250,000) pi. 66 
Nakbe I. Graham 1967: fig. 27  
Nakum Bullard I960: fig. 1 Hellmuthl976:56-57 
Naranjo I. Graham and von Euw I. Graham and von Euw 
 1975:5 1975:6-7 
LaNaya I. Graham, unpublished [I. Tercero, unpublished] 
[Pacaya I. Graham, unpublished I. Graham, unpublished] 
[El Palmar I. Graham, unpublished]  
El Paraiso A. L. Smith 1937: 295 A. L. Smith 1937: fig. 192 
[La Pasadita I. Graham, unpublished I. Graham, unpublished] 
Paso Caballost IGN 1966, Map NE 15- 12  
 (Scale 1:250,000)  
El Pato I. Graham, unpublished [I. Graham, incomplete] 
El Peru I. Graham, unpublished [I. Graham, incomplete] 
Piedras Negras IGN 1966, Map NE 15- 12 Morleyl937-38:V, pi. 202 
 (Scale 1:250,000)  
La Pochitoca I. Graham, unpublished [I. Graham, unpublished] 
Polol IGN 1966, Map NE 15-16 Morleyl937-38:V, pi. 217 

, (Scale 1:250,000)  
Poptun IGN 1967, Map NE 16-13 Shook and Smith 1950: 
 (Scale 1:250,000) fig. 2 
La Reforma III Morlevl937-38:II, 247,  
 V, pi. 179  
La Reinat IGN 1970, Map 2167 III  
 (Scale 1:50,000)  
Rio Azul Adams and Catling 1964: Adams and Catling 1964: 
 map 1 map' 2 
[Sacul I. Graham, unpublished I. Graham, unpublished] 
San Clemente Bullard 1960: fig. 1 Morleyl937-38:V, pi. 207 
 (as El Gallo)  
San Diego Morleyl937-38:Il, 248,  
 V,pl. 182  
Seibal IGN 1966, Map NE 15-16 Willeyetal. 1975: fig. 3 
 (Scale 1:250,000)  
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Ucanal 

Uolantun 

Xmakabatun 

Xultun 

Xutilha 

Yaloch 
[unlabeled: approx. 
point 28, east of 
Holmul, on fig. 6.1] 

Yaltutu 

Yaxchilan (Mexico) 

Yaxha 

[El Zapote 

[El Zotz ___________  

I. Graham, unpublished 

Puleston and Callender 
1967: fig. 1 IGN 1967, 

Map NE 16-9 
(Scale 1:250,000) IGN 

1967, Map NE 16-9 
(Scale 1:250,000) 
[cf. von Euw 1978: 5] 

Satterthwaite 1961: 
fig. 49 IGN 1967, Map 

NE 16-9 
(Scale 1:250,000) 

Morleyl937-38:II, 201 
Morleyl937-38:V, 

pi. 182 IGN 1967, Map 
NE 16-9 

(Scale 1:250,000) I. 
Graham, unpublished I. 

Graham, unpublished 

in A. L. Smith 1950: 142] 
[Morleyl937-38:V, pi. 197; 

remapped by I. Graham, 
unpublished] Puleston 

(Tikal Report 13, 
manuscript) 

Morleyl937-38:V, pi. 191 

[von Euw 1978:6-7] 

Satterthwaite 1961: fig. 50 

Morleyl937-38:V, pi. 201 

Hellmuth 1976: 51 

I. Graham, unpublished] M. 

A. Bailey, unpublished] 
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Site Name Location Resource Site Map Resource 
Tamarindito 1GN1966, Map NE 15- 16 [I. Graham, unpublished] 
 (Scale 1:250,000)  
Tayasal/Flores Morleyl937-38:V, Morlevl937-38:V,pl. 181, 
 pi. 182 208 
El Temblor I. Graham, unpublished [I. Graham, unpublished] 
Tikal IGN 1967, Map NE 16-9 Can- and Hazard 1961 
 (Scale 1:250,000)  
Tikinchacan Bullard I960: fig. 1  
Tintal [I. Graham 1967: fig. 27;  
 marked as "Z"]  
Topoxte Bullard 1970: fig 1 Bullard 1970: fig. 3 
Tres Islas IGN 1966, Map NE 1 5-16 [I. Graham, unpublished] 
 (Scale 1:250,000)  
Tzuncal Morleyl937-38:Il, 249,  
 V.pl. 182  
Uaxactun IGN 1967, Map NE 16-9 Morleyl937-38:V, pi. 183 
 (Scale 1:250.000) [Groups A and B corrected 

TABLE 6.1 (Continued) 

"Location in cited resource disputed by I. Graham; alternative placement given in his 
forthcoming map in the Corpus of Maya Hieroglyphic Inscriptions series, tl. Graham 
(personal communication to editor) questions existence of site. 
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collectively to span the total time range of occupation in the Maya 
lowlands, based on interpretations of epigraphic and ethnohistoric data, 
and excavations were designed to obtain stratigraphic and comparative 
artifact evidence for evaluation of site age, cultural affinities, and the 
nature of Maya life, art, and industries. Similar programs of center 
investigation were instituted in the Usumacinta subregion of Peten at 
the site of Piedras Negras by the Eldrige R. Johnson Middle American 
Expeditions of the University Museum (Satterthwaite 1943- 54) and at 
the site of Holmul in the northeast Peten by the Peabody Museum, 
Harvard University (Merwin and Vaillant 1932). While most of this 
research was oriented toward the grandiose architectural remains of 
these centers, some information was coming to light on the residential 
characteristics of aboriginal Maya populations. 

The first body of data relevant to the question of noncenter settle-
ment in the Peten comes from Alfred Tozzer's muleback trail survey 
carried out in 1909-10 (1913:149-50, plate 31). Estimating a minimal 
trail length of 3 50 kilometers, and averaging effective identification of 
structures 12 meters to either side of a trail (D. Puleston 1973:40, 75), 
Tozzer's total coverage was approximately 8.4 square kilometers. He 
noted 80 mound groups on this area for an average of 9.5 mound groups 
per square kilometer. 

Early awareness of the ubiquity of Maya settlement in the northeast 
Peten came not so much from archaeology as from the chicle industry. P. 
W. Schufeldt, the administrator of a chicle concession, reports a 1921 
conversation in which he proposed to Morley that "practically all land 
had been occupied by small house sites," an observation based on the 
cutting of thousands of acres of forest in Peten for milpa to feed chicleros 
and mules (Schufeldt 1950:226). Schufeldt and Morley examined a 
milpa near Laguna Perdida, in the Peten's core zone, which contained a 
number of small architectural platforms, as well as boundary and terrace 
walls. Morley was unimpressed at first with the idea of a high occupation 
density, but in a report presented to the Carnegie Institution (1923) he 
suggested that "evidence multiplies that this section of the Old Empire 
was one of the most densely populated areas of its size in the whole 
world. . . . and the occupation of the land between the different larger 
centers must have been practically continuous." 

The formal study of Maya settlement size was instituted in conjunc-
tion with the Uaxactun excavation program sponsored by the Carnegie 
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Institution of Washington. In 1929-30 Oliver Ricketson surveyed 
physical remains around the site center in an effort to estimate aboriginal 
settlement density (Ricketson and Ricketson 1937). Ricketson's survey 
area was a cruciform centered on Groups A and E of the site, with each 
arm of the cross 1,600 meters long and 365 meters wide. A total of 78 
structures were located on the 1.94 square kilometers surveyed, 
yielding a density of 40 structures per square kilometer. Dennis 
Puleston's resurvey of the area in 1966, however, showed that 60 
percent of the visible structures were overlooked on the south arm 
(Puleston 1974). House mounds were identified primarily by their 
large number in the periphery of the site and their lack of large-scale 
architecture, which might otherwise imply ceremonial or civic func-
tion. Five such structures were excavated by Robert Wauchope (1934), 
who followed up that work with a Carnegie Institution-sponsored 
study of modern Maya houses in an effort to collect analogous data on 
residential structure and function (Wauchope 1938). 

With the end of the Uaxactun project came a lull of almost two 
decades in major archaeological work in the Peten. Settlement surveys 
began again in the late 1950s as a spinoff of the Belize River Valley 
surveys which were under way at Barton Ramie, Belize (Willey et al. 
1965). William Bullard (1960) undertook an extensive survey of the 
northeast Peten in 1958, the objectives of which were to discern the 
types of small ruins and groupings that occur in the area, and to investi-
gate the nature of small ruin distribution with respect to environmental 
factors and the presence of centers. Bullard's procedure was to follow 
known trails throughout the area, noting the location of mounds and 
mapping some features of terrain. The survey covered something on 
the order of 260 kilometers, for a total areal coverage of approximately 
6.25 square kilometers, on which Bullard recorded 112 ruin groups 
and mapped many in detail (figs. 6.2 and 6.3). The 112 groups include 
37 house ruin groups, containing 89 separate structures, mapped in 
.215 square kilometers of a strip cleared for petroleum exploration at 
the site of Dos Aguadas. 

As part of his northeast Peten survey Bullard began investigations on 
the islands of Topoxte in Lake Yaxha, the location of a highly nucleated 
Postclassic settlement. He continued this study in 1959 and 1960. 
Interest in documenting Postclassic settlement in Peten was shared by 
George Cowgill, who undertook excavations on the island of Flores in 
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Lake Peten-Itza in 1959 (G. Cowgill 1963). Bullard pursued further 
work on the Peten Postclassic in the vicinity of Lake Macanche in 
1968, in order to explicate differences evident between the Topoxte 
and Lake Peten-Itza Postclassic data (Bullard 1973). Analysis of the 
ceramics from Bullard's excavations on the island in Lake Macanche is 
continuing under the direction of Prudence Rice, and Don and Pru-
dence Rice are expanding on Bullard's work in the immediate area 
with settlement surveys around Macanche and its "sister" lake, Salpeten. 

In addition to Bullard's northeast Peten reconnaissance, the 1950s 
saw initiation of several intensive investigations of site regions in the 
Peten. An exhaustive study of the site of Tikal in the northeast zone 
has continued since 1956 under the auspices of first the University 
Museum and then the Government of Guatemala. One major aim of 
the project was to explore the relationship of site size to culture change, in 
terms of both receiving and initiating innovations (Shook 1958:6). To 
further that objective Robert Carr and James Hazard published a map 
of the central nine square kilometers of Tikal, which yielded an average 
of 235 mounds per square kilometer (fig. 6.4). An additional seven 
square kilometers, peripheral to the central nine, were mapped less 
thoroughly; the structure density registered for that area was ap-
proximately 145 mounds per square kilometer (Carr and Hazard 1961). 
Beyond this core of Tikal settlement, peripheral residence areas were 
later sampled by four survey strips extending out from central Tikal, 
each 500 meters wide and 12 kilometers long, as part of a "sustaining 
area" reconnaissance (Haviland et al. 1968). This investigation also 
included mapping of a fifth survey strip, 9.5 kilometers long by 500 
meters wide, between the north boundary of the Tikal National Park 
and the site of Uaxactun (D. Puleston 1974), and the excavation of the 
small "center" of Navajuelal (Green 1970). Within the five survey 
strips a total of 1,720 mounds and 342 chultunes were located (Fry 
1969; D. Puleston 1973). A total of 267 locations within the combined 
Tikal survey areas have been sampled by excavation (Culbert 1977a:31). 

Coordinated investigations have also been carried out in the lower 
Pasion drainage by the Peabody Museum, Harvard University. Map-
ping and excavation programs were undertaken at Altar de Sacrificios 
from 1958 to 1963, and at the site of Seibal from 1964 through 1968. 
Altar lies at the Salinas-Pasion junction and was investigated because 
"it could have been a significant stopping point for peoples, ideas, or 
trade goods moving from the Guatemala-Chiapas highlands down to 
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the lowlands" (Willey and Smith 1969:8). A complete site map was 
prepared, excavations were undertaken in Groups A, B, and C of the 
center, and 41 "house mounds" on the Altar map were tested. Con-
tinuation of work at Seibal incorporated a similar program of center 
mapping and survey, together with a systematic interval sampling of 25 
square kilometers of peripheral Seibal (Willey et al. 1975; Tourtellot 
1970). A total of 62 peripheral structures were excavated in an effort to 
investigate chronology and function. In addition to a focus on Seibal 
proper, Peabody Museum personnel investigated several reported centers 
in the Pasion region (Tourtellot, Hammond, and Rose 1978; Tourtellot, 
Sabloff, and Sharick 1978). 

Explorations by Ian Graham (1967, 1970, 1978; Graham and von 
Euw 1975) and Eric von Euw (1977, 1978) have further supplemented 
knowledge of center location, configuration, and settlement features in 
the Pasion region and in the northeast Peten, while Richard E. W. 
Adams and John Catling (1964) have reported a number of center 
locations in the latter zone. From 1970 to 1974 Nicholas Hellmuth 
focused attention on supplementing available architectural informa-
tion on the northeast Peten sites of Yaxha, Nakum, and Topoxte 
(Hellmuth 1972; Litvak-King 1975), and in 1971 the University Mu-
seum sponsored a season of excavations at the sites of Tayasal and 
Cenote on the Tayasal Peninsula in Lake Peten-Itza. Aden Chase is 
undertaking an analysis of the Tayasal materials and is supplementing 
available data with further explorations in the peninsula vicinity. 

In 1972 Edward Deevey initiated an integrated program of 
paleo-limnological and archaeological investigations in the Yaxha and 
Sacnab lake basins. The goal of the project was a quantitative 
investigation of the coevolution of ecological and social systems in a 
tropical lacustrine environment (Deevey 1978; Deevey, Vaughn, and 
Deevey 1976; Deevey et al. 1979). Don and Prudence Rice conducted 
archaeological surveys in a random sample of 10 one-square-kilometer 
(2 km x 500 m) transects, thus obtaining data on settlement magnitude 
and location that could be correlated with environmental data. A total of 
852 structures were recovered in the course of the study, with 204 
locations sampled by test-pit excavations (D. Rice 1976a; D. Rice and 
P. Rice, in press). 

Several other as yet unpublished projects have also been oriented 
toward environmental aspects of Peten Maya settlement. Bruce Dahlin 
and Alfred Siemens attempted an aerial study of possible agro-engi- 
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neering in the northeast Peten bajos in 1976, and Dahlin pursued an 
investigation of bajo agro-engineering and settlement at the site of 
Mirador in 1978 and 1979. Reconnaissance and mapping of the site 
center of Mirador were also begun in 1979 under the direction of Ray 
Matheny. In 1973 Richard Kirsch undertook a survey of settlement 
along the modern road from the town of Poptun in the Pasion 
subre-gion to the Department capital of Flores at Lake Peten-Itza. The 
road crosses a number of soil zones and so offers a promising sample area 
for studying settlement density in relation to environmental variability 
(Kirsch, personal communication). 

Although most of the settlement studies in the Peten have focused on 
tropical forest zones, some attention has been directed toward Maya 
utilization of other types of environment. In 1974 T. Patrick Culbert 
directed a season of investigations into Maya settlement in the vicinity of 
Poptun. These surveys built on earlier researches in the area by Edwin 
Shook and Robert Smith (1950) and were designed to investigate the 
relationship between settlement and the exploitive potential of the 
Poptun savannah/pine lands. The Rices have recently initiated 
preliminary surveys in the larger Peten savannah region 45 kilometers 
north of Poptun and south of the central Peten lakes. Cyrus Lundell 
(1934) had reported the presence of the savannah site Chakantun and 
echoed the earlier suggestion of Orator Cook (1909) that the very 
existence of savannahs in Peten might be the result of overexploitation 
by agricultural populations. The Rices surveyed approximately 30 square 
kilometers in five different areas within the savannah zone to collect 
evidence for such habitation. Initial survey results indicate quite variable 
settlement patterns within the grasslands and structure densities that 
ranged from more than 100 to less than one structure per square 
kilometer (D. Rice and P. Rice 1980; P. Rice and D. Rice 1979b). 

In sum, archaeological investigations in the Peten have historically 
been oriented toward the mapping and recording of architectural and 
sculptural manifestations at large centers, particularly in the northeast 
Peten subregion. With increasing awareness of the cultural, geograph-
ical, and environmental contexts of Maya society, archaeologists began 
to field problem-oriented projects requiring focus on noncenter set-
tlement and subregions other than the northeast core area. The number 
of these studies is small, however, and a "center" bias remains in our 
available data on Maya occupation of Peten. 

A more dramatic bias in the available data is the small size of the 
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total archaeological sample relative to the number of reported site areas 
or the area of the Department of Peten. Out of a total of more than 75 
centers reported (fig. 6.1, table 6.1), as few as 13 have been subject to 
excavations and only 5 of these can be considered intensive studies. 
Settlement studies have sampled a total of more than 100 square 
kilometers of territory, which constitutes on the order of one-fifth of 1 
percent of the total area of Peten. Of the total number of mounds 
reported during these surveys, fewer than 10 percent have ever been 
sampled by excavation. 

SETTLEMENT UNITS AND SOCIAL CORRELATES 

Individual Structures 

The minimal architectural unit identified in the Peten settlement 
studies is the individual structure, variously labeled "small structure," 
"platform," or "house mound" (cf. fig. 6.2, esp. A-C). Within all 
reported survey areas in Peten the definition of such structural units 
has been based almost entirely on unexcavated remains, the ruined 
state of the final phase of any structure. Most limited excavation 
focused on residential structures has taken the form of test pits, exca-
vated for the purpose of locating midden materials (Fry 1969:57), or for 
the purpose of discerning building phase chronologies (D. Rice 1976a: 
132-34). This technique produces only limited exposure of architec-
ture and provides few data by which structural or functional variability 
might be defined. In addition, test pits, particularly those oriented 
toward midden sampling, and reliance on surface observables produce a 
tremendous Late Classic bias in the assessment of settlement charac-
teristics and patterns. 

Whether alone or in the vicinity of other construction, small struc-
tures are generally characterized by a rectangular surface formed by the 
application of plaster mortar on a bedding of stone ballast, or as a 
surface of tamped earth. The assumption, confirmed by available ar-
chaeological information, has been that such a surface supported build-
ings of perishable materials, masonry base walls extended upward by 
perishable materials, or vaulted masonry construction. 

Analyses of 30 structures completely excavated by William Haviland 
(1963) atTikal established a range of surface areas from 27 to 96 square 
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meters, the latter being a substructure platform supporting a number of 
rooms. The mean surface area of this sample of structures was 54.1 
square meters (D. Puleston 1973:184-85). Construction height was 
likewise variable, ranging from several centimeters above bedrock to 
more than two meters. In a number of instances the greater structure 
areas and heights were attained through accretion, the remodelling 
and expansion of structures through time, using existing architecture 
as a core for horizontal and/or vertical elaboration. Haviland (1963:469) 
suggests that such modification was carried out on most small structures 
every 50 years on the average. 

Surface observables, as recorded on maps of site-residence areas in 
Peten, indicate even greater structural variability than that evidenced 
in Haviland's sample. Settlement reconstructions from the Tikal area, 
the Yaxha-Sacnab basins, and the survey cruciform at Uaxactun show 
individual structures as small as 10 square meters and greater than 100 
square meters in surface area (D. Puleston 1973; D. Rice 1976a; 
Rick-etson and Ricketson 1937). Likewise, test-pit excavations of small 
structures in the vicinity of Lakes Yaxha and Sacnab sampled 
continuous reconstruction to depths greater than three meters at some 
loci. 

Wall and pesthole structure patterns revealed in the Tikal and Uax-
actun excavations have suggested primarily a rectangular-to-square 
geometric form for these minimal architectural units. Reported excep-
tions to the rectangular plan for small structures in Peten come from 
Altar de Sacrificios, Uaxactun, and the savannah site of Chakantun. An 
apsidal structure was recovered at Altar, and another was found be-
neath "Str." A-V at Uaxactun, which apparently predated four rectan-
gular residences excavated by Wauchope (1938:147). At Chakantun 
Edwin Shook recorded apsidal and "dumbbell-shaped" structures, the 
latter consisting of circular borders of stone connected by short parallel 
lines of stone (Shook, personal communication, cited by Wauchope 
1938:147, n. 3). The Rices have also identified a number of structures at 
Chakantun with similar circular elements, including hollow circles, 
apsidal-to-circular wall bases, and rectangular substructure plans sup-
porting circular superstructure components, the construction of which 
they attribute to Late Preclassic/Early Classic occupation of the site (P. 
Rice and D. Rice 1979b). 

Historically, small structures have been considered residences be-
cause of their "humble" nature (when compared to architectural man- 
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ifestations in centers) and their abundance (again, relative to the number 
of structures in centers). Excavation of Uaxactun platforms tended to 
support this assumption, revealing "utilitarian" types of artifacts in 
association with structure living surfaces (Wauchope 1934:158-60). 
Based on excavation of small structures at Tikal, Haviland 
(1963:482-506) suggests a residential function for most units. The 
physical layouts of the structures resemble those of modern Maya 
dwellings, and the presence of trash middens and chultunes in the 
vicinities of these buildings is consistent with such an interpretation. In 
addition, burials found inside structures are thought to be those of 
householders, a protohistoric custom in the Yucatan (J. E. S. Thompson 
1971), and Haviland (1963:478, 502-3) has proposed that death may 
well have been one factor in the renovation of individual structures. 

While utilization as residences appears quite probable for many 
small structures, it is estimated that at Tikal approximately 16 percent 
of such builders did not have a residential function, but served in 
ancillary capacities, such as kitchens, storehouses, and the like (Havi-
land 1970:193). These would have served in the daily production and 
consumption activities of the residential group. Based on the excava-
tion of 43 construction features at the Pasion site of Seibal, Gair 
Tourtellot (1970:412) has suggested that 60 percent of the structures at 
that site were residential. Approximately 10 percent of the remaining 
adjunct structures are thought to have been kitchens, while others 
appear to have been shrine or burial platforms. Marshall Becker has 
offered one method of determining possible shrine or temple structures 
in residential groups: a comparison of a structure's basal width and 
length. At Tikal Becker (1971:183) noted that the higher the 
width-to-length ratio, the more likely a structure was to fall into the 
shrine/temple functional category. 

Structure Aggregates 

The small structures described above are rarely isolates; usually they 
are associated with similar structures in architectural groups or clus-
ters. The structures are usually situated in relation to some type of 
"ambient space," often formal plazas or patios. As with definition of 
small structure attributes, analysis of group configuration is based pn- 
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marily on observable preexcavation characteristics, namely the number 
and arrangement of structures and the nature of the individual structural 
elements. Several architectural typologies have been offered for the 
classification of settlement aggregates, with the underlying assumption 
that such schemes will allow for comparative evaluation of community 
structure (Ashmore, chap. 3 above; Hammond 1975b). 

On a level of complexity above the individual structure is the aggre-
gate of two-to-six structures. This class has been alternatively called the 
"group," "unit," "compound," or "plazuela" (fig. 6.2). These config-
urations can be informal, without associated ambient space, as defined 
by constituent structures, or formal, where structures serve to define 
ambient space as patios or plazas. Above this level of integration are 
structure "clusters," aggregates of greater than six structures (fig. 6.3). 
These too may be informal or formal, and with increasing "formality" 
there is a tendency toward increasing differentiation of constituent 
structures and increasing numbers of patio components within the 
group or cluster (Ashmore, chap. 3 above; Hammond 1975b:41). 

On the basis of his sample of 30 completely excavated structures at 
Tikal, Haviland (1963:466) suggests that the structures of each group or 
cluster functioned as a unit. This conclusion is drawn from data which 
indicate that structures within each aggregate tested were occupied 
contemporaneously. Such aggregations, like individual structures, 
achieve form and size through accretion. Structures are added to the 
group through time, and constituent structures were renovated through 
time. Thus any scheme for the classification of structural variability 
has a diachronic element to it, representing a succession of forms 
through which large groups might evolve. Excavations at Tikal revealed 
that indeed some structures in groups were constructed before others, 
but there was no indication that any constituent structure was aban-
doned before another. 

Given the high percentages of individual structures deemed resi-
dences at Tikal and Seibal, it should be apparent that most groups and 
clusters are likewise considered residential, consisting of dwellings and 
ancillary service structures. Haviland (1963:505-6) believes that indi-
vidual residences were loci for the habitation of nuclear families and 
that structure aggregates represent living areas for extended families, 
with separate structures for each family unit. The growth of the group 
or cluster occurs then with the addition of new structures as children of 
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the founding family or families come of age and set up their own 
households in immediate proximity to their relatives (Haviland 1963: 
507-9). In such a model there is an inherent propensity toward differ-
entiation or inequality that has its roots in lineage seniority, inherit-
ance, and marriage. This social complexity may in part account for 
apparent structural variability within groups and clusters. Following 
the same line of reasoning, one based on kinship, differences between 
groups and clusters, as manifest in numbers, size, and characteristics of 
component structures, could well be accounted for by the relative status 
of kin or lineage groups within the immediate community, variable 
social importance, and access to wealth. 

Another aspect of social variation that might account for structural 
variation in the residential community is craft specialization, which 
may also have had a kinship basis in that certain occupations may have 
been maintained within specific families. In the Tikal peripheral zone 
possible obsidian workshops (O. Puleston 1969) and woodworking lo-
cales (Fry 1967:11) have been tentatively identified, and Haviland 
(1963:573) has suggested that several of the extensively excavated struc-
tures may have been occupied by artisans. Becker (1973:398) indicates 
that functional variation in the tested architectural groups from Tikal 
also includes stone tool manufacture and the possible residence of a 
potter's family. Other specialists whose presence is suggested by burials, 
architecture, and artifacts from Tikal included dental workers, masons, 
construction workers, and stoneworkers or monument carvers (Becker 
1973:401-2). 

Structure characteristics and variety in architectural groups may be 
accounted for not only by occupation, or lineage status and economics, 
but also by more institutionalized religious and sociopolitical behavior 
within communities. Mapping and excavation at Tikal indicate the 
existence of a number of recognizable plaza plans repeated at the site, 
arrangements of structures within groups that conform to predictable 
patterns and reflect cultural relationships existing between structures. 
These are thought to represent functional integration on the part of 
Maya builders (Becker 1971:141—42, 242). Two such plans, numbered 
3 and 5, appear to be purely residential in nature and correspond to 
formal plazuela groups of undifferentiated structures and informally 
arranged groups or clusters, respectively (Becker 1971:198, 200-201). 

Plaza plan 2 at Tikal consists of rectangular structures formally 
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arranged around a plaza or patio, but with a conspicuous eastern 
structure, small and squarish in basal form. Distinctive mortuary pat-
terns and "religious features" are associated with this eastern structure, 
the most prominent being axial burials found beneath each structure. 
These structures are thought to have served as oratories, shrines, or 
chapels as places of worship, while the remainder of the structures in 
the group were residential in nature (Becker 1971:208, 242). The plaza 
plan 2 arrangement has been identified in the Yaxha-Sacnab basin 
settlement samples, dating primarily to the Late Classic period (D. 
Rice 1976a), and at Seibal two Late Classic burials were recovered 
from small square platforms near the eastern patio edge of two plazuela 
groups (Tourtellot 1970:141). 

A second and more formal pattern at Tikal is plaza plan 1, a 
"twin-pyramid complex" arrangement (C. Jones 1969), which includes 
four-sided flat-topped pyramids on the eastern and western sides of a 
plaza, with a stela enclosure on the north side and a nine-doorway 
palace on the south. These groups are thought to have 
ceremonial/administrative functions and it has been suggested that they 
represent or mark a revitalization of elite power at Tikal after a hiatus 
(Ashmore and Sharer 1975: C. Jones 1969, 1977). The twin-pyramid 
complex pattern is exhibited by one architectural group at the site of 
Yaxha (Hellmuth 1972), although surface observations suggest either 
incomplete construction of the group or incomplete translation of the 
arrangement to Yaxha. 

Plaza plan 4 at Tikal is a group consisting of a small platform 
situated in the center of the plaza or patio, between relatively large 
structures on the eastern and western sides of the group. The arrange-
ment of other constitutent structures appears incidental to the basic 
form. In Tikal's group 6E-2 the central platform was a "shrine" in a 
Teotihuacanoid tablero-talud style and the eastern structure appears to 
have had a religious function, suggested by the presence of caches of 
"trophy heads" (Becker 1971:198-200). Structures in the centers of 
plazas have been identified at the site of Yaxha (Hellmuth 1970, 
197la), but the central structure form and associated structure arrange-
ments do not readily correspond to the "type" groups exhibiting the 
plan at Tikal. Part of the problem in plaza plan identification for this 
and other patterns is the necessary reliance on surface observables at 
most sites, as well as a lack of data on both the internal variability of 
such plans and the nature of their evolution. 
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Two other architectural arrangements of note are shared by several 
investigated sites in Peten. Plaza plan 6 at Tikal includes temples on 
the north, west, and south sides of a large plaza, as identified at the 
Great Plaza/North Acropolis arrangement of the site during the Early 
and Late Classic periods. A similar arrangement is suggested for group 
A-V at Uaxactun (Becker 1971:201, 204). Another architectural plan 
identified at Uaxactun is the ceremonial/observatory complex, group 
E, consisting of three buildings in a row on the east side of a plaza and 
one temple on the west. A comparable arrangement exists in plaza C at 
Yaxha, and a number of other centers in the vicinity of Uaxactun 
(Ruppert 1940; Ricketson and Ricketson 1937). 

The majority of the formal plaza plans identified at Tikal and else-
where are found as components of centers. Regardless of the 
clas-sificatory scheme employed to differentiate the degree of structural 
elaboration of centers (Bullard 1960; Hammond 1975b), the consensus 
is that they are nodes of religious, political, and economic organization. 
These nodes are distinguished relatively by a predominance of temples, 
palaces, vaulted buildings, ball courts, and other specialized structures, 
many of which were arranged by prescription and all of which indicate 
relative degrees of specialization and institutionalization of public 
administration. Haviland (chap. 5 above) argues persuasively that not all 
such aggregates were in fact centers, but rather that some "minor" 
centers were elite residences without evidence of public function. If a 
diachronic and locational perspective is taken on architectural 
classification schemes, continued residence function at a "major" center 
like Tikal (Harrison 1970), or a "minor" center like Navajuelal (Green 
1970), suggests that centers are the end products of continued 
formalization of status of particular lineage groups, the development of 
hereditary elites (Rathje 1970). 

Variability of structure form and arrangement, then, reflects diversity 
in both kinds and magnitudes of behavior. Hierarchical classification 
schemes for settlement and centers, whether based on architecture 
(Adams, chap. 9 below; Ashmore, chap. 3 above; Turner, Turner, 
and Adams, chap. 4 above) or on locational analysis and epigraphy 
(Marcus 1973; Morley 1946), imply a hierarchical arrangement of 
sociopolitical power and influence and a complexity of social fabric 
that is seen theoretically as the product of centralization and segmenta-
tion processes characteristic of population growth and nucleation 
(Flan-nery 1972a). 
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ENVIRONMENT, SETTLEMENT, AND 
COMMUNITY STRUCTURE 

Population Density and Land Use 

Historically, ideas about population, size, distribution, and com-
plexity in Peten have depended greatly on prevailing conceptions of 
Maya land use, and there has been an essential environmental and 
agricultural focus to many settlement studies in Peten. Early opinion 
was that contemporary and pre-Hispanic Maya populations alike relied 
on a maize-oriented subsistence base provided by an extensive, or 
full-fallow, slash-and-burn agricultural system. A corollary set of as-
sumptions stressed the limitations of such a system. These included 
low carrying capacity and necessary transience of practicing popula-
tions (Palerm and Wolf 1957; Wolf 1959), and low potential of the 
lowland Maya environment for intensification through advanced agri-
cultural techniques (Meggers 1954), both of which would place inherent 
limits on settlement size and complexity (cf. Brainerd 1954, 1956; 
Dumond 1961; Erasmus 1965; Ferdon 1959). 

Estimates of population densities from Peten settlement surveys have 
not conformed to anticipated limits, however, and many recent analyses 
have centered on resolving density figures with characteristics of 
maize/swidden agriculture (Harrison and Turner 1978). Arriving at 
population density figures requires separate consideration of definition 
of residences, number of residences, residence contemporaneity, and 
estimates of family size per residence (S. Cook 1972; cf. Ashmore, 
chap. 3, above). Archaeologists have handled these variables differently, 
resulting in disparate estimates. The Ricketsons (1937) calculated a 
density of 102 people per square kilometer of habitable land at Uaxactun 
(cf. D. Puleston 1973:48, 1974:305), while Bullard's (1960) data from 
Dos Aguadas suggested a figure of 222 persons per square kilometer of 
total landscape. Epicentral Tikal appears to have been densely settled 
at 600 to 700 persons per square kilometer, while an estimated 100 
persons per square kilometer inhabited the Tikal periphery (Haviland 
1970:193). Density at Seibal has been estimated at 1,100 persons per 
square kilometer by the Late Classic period (Tourtellot 1970:414), and 
at Yaxha-Sacnab economic densities ranged from 203 to 486 persons 
per square kilometer (D. Rice 1978). 

These densities are difficult to reconcile with conclusions reached 
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by Ursula Cowgill's studies of swidden agricultural productivity around 
Lake Peten-Itza in 1959. Based on local crop yields and family con-
sumption estimates, Cowgill estimated that maize-based milpa agricul-
ture would support from 58 to 77 persons per square kilometer (U. 
Cowgill 1962; cf. Reina 1967). The incongruity of population esti-
mates and potential productivity has prompted several alternative 
models for Maya subsistence, among them implementation of new 
staple crops such as manioc (Bronson 1966) or ramon (D. Puleston 
1968), integration of crop complexes (Netting 1977; D. Puleston 1968), 
importation of foodstuffs (Lange 1971), and intensification of the maize 
swidden system through shortening of fallow cycles and putting more 
land into production through agro-engineering (Sanders 1973: B. L. 
Turner 1978; Wilken 1971). 

Unfortunately, evidence of such agro-engineering in Peten is min-
imal. Terraces have been noted for Laguna Perdida (Schufeldt 1950) 
and near Lake Macanche in the northeast Peten (Turner 1974b:124, 
n. 52), while river levee ridged fields are only known west of the 
Usumacinta River (Siemens and Puleston 1972:230). Peter Harrison 
(1977:485) reports observing vegetation patterning in the Bajo de Santa 
Fe that is similar to raised field manifestations he has investigated in 
Quintana Roo, and Dahlin (personal communication) has found both 
house structures and ridged fields in the bajos at Mirador. 

No firm evidence supports the predominance of any cropping system 
within any subregion, but population density estimates from Peten 
studies do suggest the ultimate inadequacy of maize/swidden models. 
Viewed from an evolutionary perspective, agricultural alternatives were 
most probably integrated, yet flexible, complexes of crops and strate-
gies that exhibited spatial and temporal variability—variability that 
influenced the dynamics of population growth and concomitant com-
munity structure. 

Settlement Patterns 
Based on the maize/swidden mode, early reconstructions regarded 

lowland Maya society as divided into two classes, priests and peasants, 
with the former inhabiting relatively "empty" ceremonial centers and 
the latter dispersed in scattered agrarian residences (J. E. S. Thompson 
1931). In an effort to better define the structure of communities in the 
northeast Peten ("structure" with reference to the physical relation-
ships between the various classes of architectural aggregation discussed 
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above), Bullard proposed a three-tiered scheme of settlement assem-
blages. Concentrations of house-mound groups and/or clusters consti-
tute the first level, that of the cluster, comprising 5—12 mound 
aggregates typically within an area of 200— 300 square meters (Bullard 
1960:367). Bullard (1964:281) acknowledged that "almost always these 
clusters are located near other clusters, and in some areas examined 
during the survey they could not be defined at all." 

The zone, a larger unit defined as a number of clusters (50-100 
mound aggregates), is scattered over an area of about one square 
kilometer and associated with a small center. Again Bullard (1964:281) 
noted that some zones are geographically isolated, while others "are 
contiguous and blend spatially with one another according to the 
nature of terrain." The district, the third level of locational organization, 
was defined as an aggregate of zones oriented to the support of a major 
center (Bullard. 1960:367). Bullard suggested that "domestic settlement 
was not significantly greater in the immediate vicinity of major centers 
than it was in the more distant parts of the sustaining area" (1964:281) 
and that the presence of a major center might have little or no effect on 
aggregation or the structure of domestic settlement (1960:369). 

The Tikal surveys dramatically changed such assumptions about 
settlement patterning in the Peten. One of the reasons for the initial 
mapping of an extensive area at Tikal was Shock's conviction that the 
site could be shown to be a center of nucleated settlement (Haviland 
1966:36). A search of the cruciform survey area demonstrated that 
beyond the central 16 square kilometers mapped, bajos served to im-
pose limits on settlement on the east and west. Settlement densities 
also dropped off at 4.5 kilometers to the north and at 8 kilometers on 
the south. In both instances artificial earthworks appear to be associated 
with the dropoff (Puleston and Callender 1967; Haviland et al. 1968). 
These constructions confirmed the emerging impression of Tikal as a 
large unitary site with a diameter of 10-12 kilometers and an overall 
peak population on the order of 40,000 persons (Haviland 1972b:l 38). 

The concentration of population within the site area of Tikal sugges-
ted that the bulk of that population was involved in activities supportive 
of the site epicenter. In addition to agricultural production, these would 
include military service, quarry and construction activities, overland 
portage of goods in service of trade and exchange networks, and the 
myriad specialized tasks so clearly reflected in the sophisticated 
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development of ritual, costume, material art, and architecture by which 
the ancient Maya are usually defined. Nucleation, then can be taken as 
evidence of direct participation of the indicated population in the 
activities of the center and defines the labor resource of the site. The 
reciprocal obligations of the center to this population and interest in its 
welfare is perhaps most evident in the construction of the Tikal reser-
voirs and earthworks. 

Commitment of a dense, bounded, population to a central place 
and the differentiation or segmentation indicated by the above consid-
erations (as well as the observable variability in structure forms and 
limited archaeological data on craft production) led Haviland (1963, 
1965) to propose that a large segment of the Tikal population was not 
directly involved in subsistence activities. A nucleated community 
with a sizable proportion of "nonproducers" not only has implications 
for the nature of agricultural systems (D. Puleston 1973), it raises the 
question of whether Bullard's settlement structure model would hold 
for the Tikal region. Based as it is on an assumption of a dispersed 
population of agriculturalists, and on a survey biased toward certain 
types of topography, Bullard's model may reflect limitations on mound 
distributions by particular kinds of geography and may "express this 
fact rather than a cultural factor" or a sociopolitical relationship which 
might obtain in a population such as that of Tikal (Haviland 1966:32). 

Puleston reported to the seminar that University of Minnesota grad-
uate students Vicki Walsh, Julie Stein, and Jennifer Moody had applied 
two tests of nearest neighbor analysis, reflexive nearest neighbor and R 
value, to residential settlement on the Tikal survey maps, with 
preliminary results confirming small-scale aggregation of structures at 
the level of first nearest neighbors. These aggregations conform to the 
class of "groups" and do not occur more frequently in site than in 
intersite areas. Comparison of plazuela groups and structure counts, 
however, reveals that groups within Tikal's limits have more structures 
per group than groups in intersite areas. Medium-sized settlement 
assemblages, perhaps analogous to Bullard's zones, also seem to be a 
reality at Tikal and may be associated with minor centers as Bullard 
suggests. Testing did not demonstrate anything resembling Bullard's 
cluster of 5 to 12 groups and visible inspection of the settlement maps 
suggests a broader, highly variable range, which approaches a contin-
uum. It is also apparent that Bullard's district does not correspond to the 
nucleation evident at the site of Tikal. 
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That only one of Bullard's categories is reflected in Tikal settlement 
does not necessarily condemn the utility of the model. There remains 
the question of the nature of the evolution of Tikal's nucleated pattern 
(changes in the structure of settlement assemblages through time), and 
of the degree to which Tikal's final form is representative of other site 
regions in Peten. It is difficult to compare Tikal to other site regions 
because of variability in the shape and coverage of the settlement 
surveys. The survey arms at Uaxactun were really too short to detect 
nucleation; although no map exists, Bullard's work at Dos Aguadas 
may suffer from the same problem. Settlement survey of the 
Yaxha-Sacnab basins was not specifically oriented to the testing of site 
nucleation, but diachronic data on settlement growth do give some 
indication of the relative impact of environment and centralization in 
the evolution of the local settlement system. 

Within the areas sampled in the Yaxha-Sacnab basins Middle 
Pre-classic settlement appears to concentrate in three isolated clusters of 
structures dictated by higher topography (D. Rice 1976b). With subse-
quent population growth, these loci experience an increase in settlement 
density, and settlement progressively spreads along upland terrain 
through the basins. From the Middle Preclassic through Early Classic 
periods the highest structure densities are recovered from the sample 
immediately west of the center of Yaxha; by the end of the Late Classic 
period, overall structure densities are higher around Lake Yaxha than 
around Lake Sacnab, a distribution that appears attributable both to 
greater areas of upland terrain and to the evolving power of the center of 
Yaxha. Growth of population around Lake Yaxha and centralization at 
the site of Yaxha appear to have occurred at the expense of settlement 
and polity elsewhere in the basins, for there was a reduction of 
settlement density and abandonment of a small center on the southeast 
shore of Lake Sacnab. There may have been logical limits to structure 
nucleation around the center of Yaxha, however, because Late Classic 
growth rates and final densities are greatest on more expansive upland 
terrain west of the site. Such a shift may also reflect sociopolitical factors 
involving the site of Tikal to the northwest, but more needs to be known 
of intersite population dynamics before this can be determined (D. Rice 
and P. Rice, in press). 

Because differences in survey coverage make it difficult to compare 
site regions in terms of local community hierarchy, a comparison of 
constituent architectural units, rather than the locational relationships 
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between them, may yield some insight into relative population struc-
ture. A preliminary visual assessment of survey maps from Tikal, 
Uaxactun, and Yaxha-Sacnab provides approximate percentages of 
structure aggregates (see table 6.2). 

The representation of settlement units in Tikal's cruciform survey 
area is somewhat similar to that found for Yaxha-Sacnab, a surprise 
given the higher densities and apparent greater degree of nucleation 
evident at Tikal. Settlement structure at the site of Uaxactun (as de-
fined from D. Puleston's resurvey map of the cruciform survey's southern 
arm, 1973:388-94) does not conform to that suggested for the Tikal 
and Yaxha-Sacnab site regions. These figures may indicate de-
mographic variability for sites in the northeast Peten, but it is difficult 
to assess whether the variability is due to something in the nature of the 
various sampling procedures, or to chronological or functional differences 
between the observed communities themselves. 

The similarity between the site regions of Tikal and Yaxha is pro-
vocative, suggesting some parallels in social or functional structure in 
spite of gross differences in population size. It says nothing of the 
relationships between units, or vis-a-vis the major centers, however, 
and there are no data by which to trace the development of such 
structure or define its bases. Anabel Ford (personal communication) is 
currently investigating a survey transect from epicentral Tikal to 
epi-central Yaxha in an effort to define economic relationships within 
and between site and intersite areas. This project will enhance site 
definition while exploring several potential determinants of community 
similarity or difference, and Ford's results are eagerly awaited. 

In comparing structure distribution data from the Pasion and north-
east Peten subregions, the overall appearance of Seibal seems similar 
to that of Tikal. The map prepared by Tourtellot (Willey et al. 1975) 
shows an apparent decline in settlement density to the south, perhaps 

TABLE 6.2 
STRUCTURE AGGREGATES AT THREE PETEN 
SITE REGIONS 
 Solitary 

Structures 
Groups 
(2 to 6 Sirs.) 

Clusters 
(6+Strs.) Centers 

Tikal Uaxactun 
Yaxha-Sacnab 

15% 
50% 
16% 

~0% + 
40% + 
69% 

10% -15% 
5% + 13% 1% 

2% 
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suggesting nucleation, but to the west denser settlement apparently 
extends up to or beyond the map's edge. It would seem desirable to 
carry surveys another four or five kilometers in that direction to define 
community limits better. In terms of categories of structure aggregates 
within its immediate environs, preliminary assessment of the Seibal 
map suggests approximate percentages different from those discerned 
for Tikal, Yaxha, or Uaxactun, and reinforces the idea of considerable 
variability of settlement structure within Peten: solitary structures 
amount to 30 percent; groups, 60—65 percent; clusters, 5—10 percent. 

With respect to settlement size and nucleation, Altar de Sacrificios 
presents the most notable divergence from the pattern seen at Tikal 
(Willey and Smith 1969). Apart from the 41 platforms mapped, some 
constituting small groups, there appears to be very little within a radius of 
several kilometers of the center, even including the opposite bank of the 
Rio Pasion. Several possible explanations present themselves. One 
possibility is that the settlement pattern is truly distinct from that of 
other reported sites, and that Altar de Sacrificios was sustained by a 
widely scattered population; another is that the Altar settlement pattern 
is actually similar to those found in other site regions, but many very 
low or plarformless structures have been obscured by root action or 
buried by accumulation of alluvium produced by occasional flooding of 
the Rio Pasion (Willey and Smith 1969:47). 

The answer is probably a combination of these two explanations. 
The river is currently eating into the architectural groups on the northern 
edge of the site, and it would be unrealistic to assume that other 
structures have not been eliminated or covered by channel movement or 
alluviation. It must also be realized, however, that the center of Altar 
de Sacrificios is far smaller than some of the other centers discussed, 
exhibiting less volume of construction or architectural complexity. If 
center architecture is a legitimate indicator of relative power, and by 
implication, of population size and complexity (Sanders 1974), one 
might expect a smaller sustaining community at Altar. 

In enumerating the features of environmental heterogeneity in Peten, 
William Sanders (1977:296-97) suggested that the distribution of cen-
ters and relative sizes of related populations might be due to differential 
environmental productivity. The comparison between Altar de Sacri-
ficios and Tikal may serve as a case in point, as Willey and Smith 
(1969:47) indicate: the "alluvial and colluvial soils of the lower Pasion 
Valley, while not the poorest for cultivation in the Peten, are not as 
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adequate for farming as are the Rendzina soils [conspicuous in the 
northeast Peten]; thus, Altar de Sacrificios, while tillable, was not an 
optimum agricultural zone." 

Norman Hammond (chap. 7 below) has suggested that lower levels 
of settlement arrangement (structures, groups, clusters) were heavily 
influenced by local features of landscape and resources, while centers 
were located according to extralocal factors such as the strategic loca-
tion of other centers. The Late Classic spacing of centers in the north-
east Peten is often cited as demonstrating the latter locational con-
siderations (Hammond 1974b). Perception or definition of strategic 
location is an intricate process, however, and undoubtedly subject to 
modification through time. While Late Classic center characteristics 
and placements can be analyzed in part through reconstructions of 
ideological and elite social relationships of the period (Marcus 1976), 
the rate of development and levels of sociopolitical complexity reflected 
in center architecture also depended on the size and structure of local 
populations and the dynamics of that base. Piecing together interregional 
developments in Peten will depend heavily on an understanding of 
comparative site-regional demographic histories. 

CHRONOLOGICAL SETTLEMENT SUMMARY 

Settlement data sets from the Peten are primarily Late Classic phe-
nomena; the evolutionary history of such patterns is poorly under-
stood. Likewise, quantitative data are available from only a limited 
number of sites, and it is therefore difficult to reconstruct and compare 
demographic profiles. The earliest archaeologial evidence for Peten 
settlement is Xe/Real Middle Preclassic ceramic material (ca. 900- 600 
B.C.) recovered from contexts suggestive of perishable structures with 
tamped clay floors at Rio Pasion sites (R. E. W. Adams 1971; SablorT 
1975; Willey 1970). Middle Preclassic Eb phase (ca. 750-550 B.C.) 
material from Tikal (Culbert 1977a) and Ah Pam phase (ca. 750-550 
B.C.) ceramics from Yaxha-Sacnab (P. Rice 1979a) are thought to 
represent initiation of permanent settlement in the Peten interior by 
populations entering via riverine ecozones (Puleston and Puleston 1971). 

Middle Preclassic settlement appears to have been widely spaced on 
well-drained terrain, initially in areas of more dependable water sup-
ply, such as the rivers or Central Peten lakes, then in the more water- 
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deficient interior (D. Rice 1976b:440). Eb-phase jade caches and pos-
sible ceremonial architecture at Uolantun (D. Puleston 1973:311) and 
possible specialized architecture at Yaxha-Sacnab (D. Rice 1976b: 
435-36) suggest that sociopolitical authority and social differentiation 
were characteristic of the earliest documented Peten populations. 

The late Middle Preclassic San Felix phase (ca. 600-300 B.C.) at 
Altar de Sacrificios saw increasing population and the appearance of 
raised clay platforms (Willey 1973a:63), and in the Yaxha-Sacnab 
basins Yancotil phase (ca. 550-350 B.C.) population growth was also 
accompanied by an increased differentiation of structure height (D. 
Rice 1976b). As the Middle Preclassic period closed, the settlement 
picture appears to have been one of growing numbers of scattered 
agricultural communities integrated by authority and ritual that is 
manifest in public architecture set apart from residences (Fry 1969:138; D. 
Puleston 1973:310). 

The Late Preclassic period (ca. 300 B.C.-A.D. 250) witnessed con-
tinued population growth in all investigated regions of Peten, with 
concomitant increase in loci of construction and architectural elabo-
ration. By the end of the Kuxtin phase (ca. 300 B.C.-A.D. 250) at 
Yaxha-Sacnab, three civic/ceremonial precincts appear to have been 
established in sampled areas, with the site of Yaxha dominating the 
region in terms of architectural scale, consumption of exotic goods, and 
relative density of adjacent settlement (D. Rice 1976a:233-36). 
Culbert is of the opinion that the Late Preclassic saw a greater 
concentration of major architecture at Tikal than at other contemporary 
lowland centers, although this impression may be the result of the 
unusually extensive excavations in the Tikal vicinity (Culbert 
1977a:42—43). The Late Preclassic also marks the appearance of a 
densely settled core around this sociopolitical center (D. Puleston 
1973:312). 

In the Pasion region, Preclassic population rise and spread peaked at 
Seibal during the Cantutse phase (ca. 300 B.C.-A.D. 250), civic/cere-
monial structures were being constructed, and "virtually all of the site, as 
visible today, was occupied or used" (Sabloff 1975:11). Similar 
processes of growth characterize Altar de Sacrificios in the Plancha 
phase (ca. 300 B.C.-A.D. 150), with increasing density of settlement in 
the vicinity of the center (Willey 1973a:63). Likewise, the first archae-
ological evidence of Maya utilization of the Peten savannah region 
dates to the Late Preclassic period at the site of Chakantun (D. Rice 
and P. Rice 1980). 
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The Early Classic Period (ca. A.D. 250-600) shows the first con-
spicuous evidence of variability in settlement trajectories between Peten 
subregions. At Altar de Sacrificios the period begins with apparent 
population stabilization and ends with a decline of both dwelling-site 
occupation and ceremonial construction, even though stelae were being 
erected and some structures were being built in the center (Willey 
1973a:64). At Seibal very little Early Classic material was recovered 
from civic/ceremonial contexts and none from small structure excava-
tions (Sabloff 1975:14). In addition, the short-lived occupation of the 
savannah site of Chakantun apparently ended during the period (D. 
Rice and P. Rice 1980). 

In the Northeast Peten, on the other hand, the Early Classic was a 
period of substantial settlement growth at both Tikal (Fry 1969:148) 
and Yaxha-Sacnab (D. Rice 1976a:239-243), as the process of popula-
tion concentration around the centers continued. Stelae were being 
erected at both sites and the northern defensive earthwork at Tikal was 
probably constructed during this period, suggesting continued centra-
lization of authority and probably solidification of regional boundaries. 

The Late Classic period (ca. A.D. 600—850) was one of maximum 
population growth and architectural formalization at both Yaxha and 
Tikal. In the Yaxha-Sacnab basins this increase filled up available 
suitable land with settlement and reduced space between residential 
aggregates (D. Rice 1976a:247—51). Construction occurred in more 
poorly drained areas than previously at Tikal, but generally residences 
increased in density rather than spreading into whatever vacant terrain 
was available (Fry 1969:60). There is some evidence to suggest a de-
cline in settlement densities in portions of the "intersite" area north 
and south of Tikal, which coincides with increases in settlement density 
around the center (D. Puleston 1973). The process of civic/ceremonial 
centralization at Tikal is evident in a high percentage of construction 
and utilization of elite structures in the center (Haviland 1965:19), 
with a coeval lack of major construction in the residential peripheries 
and the cessation of activities in some outlying centers (Fry 1969:164). 

The Late Classic period was also one of renewed settlement in the 
Pasion drainage. At Seibal the Tepejilote phase (ca. A.D. 650-750) 
was one of population increase, and Jeremy Sabloff (1975:15) has sug-
gested possible colonization of the area by another Maya group. Altar 
de Sacrificios likewise experienced an increase in mound occupations 
during the Chixoy and Pasion phases of the Late Classic (ca. A.D. 
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550—750), with a climax in center construction during the latter phase 
(Willey 1973a:64). Savannah habitation is also renewed at the Late 
Classic site of El Fango, an occupation that appears to have been 
unrelated to the previous savannah settlement at Chakantun to the 
west(D. Rice and P. Rice 1980). 

The processes of population growth, segmentation, and centraliza-
tion come to an abrupt end in the northeast Peten during Terminal 
Classic times. Settlement in Tikal and Yaxha-Sacnab is reduced on the 
order of 90 percent, and elite activities at the centers cease (Culbert 
1973c:70; D. Rice 1976a:252). In the Pasion region, however, the 
Boca phase (ca. A.D. 750-900) is the most densely settled period at the 
site of Altar de Sacrificios, although there is little center construction; 
population begins to decline only in the Early Postclassic period (Willey 
1973a:64). At Seibal population is also on the upswing; it peaks during 
the Terminal Classic as Seibal emerges as a major center under apparent 
foreign elite influence (Sabloff 1975:17). 

In the Early Postclassic Seibal too declined, and the Peten was 
effectively devoid of significant occupation. Reestablishment of popu-
lation was gradual during the later Postclassic; the exact sources and 
processes of that growth are a matter of some debate (Bullard 1973; 
Chase 1976, 1979a; G. Jones 1977; P. Rice 1979b; G. Jones, D. Rice, 
and P. Rice in press). Postclassic settlement occurred primarily in the 
central Peten lakes region, in nucleated communities on islands (Bullard 
1970; G. Cowgill 1963), although Postclassic materials have been 
recovered from Tikal (Adams and Trik 1961), the Tayasal peninsula 
(Chase 1979b), the Macanche mainland (P. Rice and D. Rice 1979a), 
and in the vicinity of the savannah site Itzpone (D. Rice and P. Rice 
1980). In the central Peten the Postclassic culminated in the historically 
known Itza hegemony (Means 1917; J. E. S. Thompson 1951). 

CONCLUSIONS 

Settlement studies have been undertaken in Peten on many different 
levels and for many purposes. Analytical foci have ranged from indi-
vidual structures, or structure aggregates, to complex relationships be-
tween such units. Observed patterns have been evaluated for settlement 
consistencies relating to environmental and cultural variables, and 
settlement data have been brought to bear on related questions of 
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population size, dynamics of agricultural production, and the nature 
of sociopolitical complexity. 

It is apparent from reviewing Peten archaeological studies that the 
settlement data manifest considerable variability—environmental, 
lo-cational, temporal, structural, and, we assume, functional. Our 
ability to deal with such variability in reconstructing Maya prehistory or 
investigating processes of human behavior has been hampered by a 
number of research biases. These biases result both from logistical 
considerations—such as time, money, and manpower—and from the 
methodological orientations of archaeologists. 

Most Peten settlement data come from the northeast and Pasion 
subregions, and these from a limited number of loci. We lack adequate 
survey coverage of the environmental heterogeneity projected for Peten, 
and assessments of environmental impact on settlement dynamics, 
resource utilization, interregional commerce, and sociopolitical 
evolution are still at best conjecture. 

The "center" orientation of most Peten research has restricted the 
scope and goals of settlement research, to the detriment of adequate 
site-region or intersite area sampling. As a result there is very little 
information on relative site size or the structure of site communities, 
and it is as yet impossible to verify suggested site-regional, regional, or 
interregional hierarchies. 

Where settlement surveys have been undertaken, excavations have 
largely been of the test-pit type. While these have provided some 
chronological control on settlement growth in limited areas, they have 
not contributed significant contextual data for functional analyses. 
Economic and social interpretations of settlement patterning are, there-
fore, necessarily vague. 

There is quite a bit we can say about the Maya occupation of the 
Peten as a result of settlement investigations, but our positive state-
ments quickly lead to larger and more intricate questions. In sum. our 
needs are many, our region large, and there is much work to be done. 

NOTES 

1. Editor's note: Although Puleston was a participant in the original seminar, and submitted a 
preliminary paper on Peten settlement at that time, his untimely death in 19"S prevented his 
completing revisions of the paper for this volume. Rice was asked by the volume editor to rework the 
paper, and he has incorporated parts of Puleston's original manuscript as well as much that is 
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wholly his own. The published result is somewhat different in orientation from the original, 
preseminar draft, and we would like to note that the latter is available from Olga Stavrakis, 
through the Department of Anthropology at the University of Minnesota, in Minneapolis. We 
sincerely thank Ms. Stavrakis for allowing us to adapt her husband's manuscript and to use his 
figure 6.1 and table 6.1. 

2. Some recent settlement surveys could not be incorporated into figure 6.1 (i.e., work by 
Culbert near Poptun, Ford's Tikal-Yaxha survey, Kirsch's road survey, and the Rices' work in the 
savannahs and around Lakes Macanche and Salpeten). The editor wishes to thank Ian Graham 
for help in checking table 6.1, and for supplying information on sites for which published sources 
are not yet available. As noted in table 6.1, Graham disagrees with published sources on a few of the 
site locations; the relevant sites are marked on the table. Much of the unpublished resource material 
attributed to I. Graham or von Euw will soon be available in the Corpus of Maya Hieroglyphic 
Inscriptions series, including Graham's slightly different map of the Central lowlands (latitude 
16-18° north, longitude 88° 15'-91° west). 
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